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Extract application can affect epithelium thickness oral mucosa. The result shows a significant increase in epithelium thickness. Data size of epithelium used using independent parametric ANOVA test. The result shows an increase in epithelium thickness. Data size of epithelium used using independent parametric ANOVA test. The result shows an increase in epithelium thickness. Data size of epithelium used using independent parametric ANOVA test. The result shows an increase in epithelium thickness. Data size of epithelium used using independent parametric ANOVA test. The result shows an increase in epithelium thickness. Data size of epithelium used using independent parametric ANOVA test. The result shows an increase in epithelium thickness.
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ON EPITHELUM OF ORAL MUCOSA WISTAR RATS

EFFECT OF APPLICATON BETEL LEAF EXTRACT (PAPER BETEL LUNN)